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1. Introduction     A number of interesting and important consequences 

follov „.ce we know that a system has sn increasing failure rate. 

For example, we can obtain moment ineo^fillties and bounds  for system 

life.    As shawn in  [l] we can infer that under certain assumptions 

successive intervals between system checks should form a decreasing 

sequence.    Also we can compute more readily  the optimum policy in a 

certain planned replacement model  [3].    Clearly it would be valuable 

to have simple sufficient conditions under which a system of components 

each having increasing  failure rate itself has an increasing  fftllure 

rate.    In this paper we obtain such a condition for systems of like 

components; for systems of components having differing reliabilities 

we obtain upper and lower bounds which are increasing functions.    In 

addition we obtain more general relationships between system failure 

rate and component failure rates. 

2. Basic Theorem for Systems of Identical Components      In this 

section, we assume that the structure consists of independent Tike 

components, with each component life distributed according to the 

common probability distribution   F{t).    If at a given instanu of time 

each component has reliability    p = ]   - F(t),    then the system 

reliability will be designated by   h(p)     [4]. 

The main      -nit of this section is 

Theorem 1   Assume a structure with reliability function    h(p). 

with each component life independently distributed according to 





To prove (o), simply note that    p = 1 - F(t)    is a decreasing 

function of   t. 

Finally,  (c)  is an immediate consequence of (b)  and the fact that 

p    Is a decreasing function of    t.   I] 

An important class  of systems  for which the condition    ^S Mp* 

is a decreasing function of    p    are the so-called    k    out of   n 

structures.    Birnbaum, Esary, and Saunders  f^, p. 58], define a 

k    out of   n    sti-ucture as  one that performs if at least    k    of its    n 

components perform, and which does not perform otherwise.    Note that 

the    1    out of   n    structure is the well-known parallel structure 

tnd the   n    out of   n    structure is the well-known series structure. 

[7J proves that a    k    out of   n    structure consisting of   n    independent 

components has a ratio    P) Mr    decreasing in    pj    we give the following 

proof.    Write 

w  \ _    -r in\  1 n-i r(n + ll r ik-1/..       .vn-k,. 
?     i=k * P q r(k)rin+i-k) J t    (1 - ^    dt' 

the incomplete Beta function  [5, pp. 83-87].    Thus 

hk)    =1 ^k-^l^n-k^ 
phTP)      P o VP;       vl - V 

Letting   u = — ,    we have 

-'■(p)    _ r „k-1,,1 - upyn-k. 



1 •- u'j hf'^ Since    -: L-     is increasing in    p,    so is    ■. I't'\     .    Thus if a 

k    out of   n    structure is composed of independent like components 

having an  Increasing failure rate,   then  the structure itself has an 

increasing failure rate. 

Tf we note  that the time of failure of a    k    out of    n    system 

corresponds to the k   l smallest in a sample of   a    observations, 

then an alternate statement of this result is the following: 

Suppose    X,  < X« < •••  < X     are a sample of order statistics 

based on independent obaervaLions from a distribution having increasing 

failure rate.    Then the distribution of    X.    has an increasing failure 

rate,    i = 1,2,...,n. 

Actually we can generate new structures which have the property 

that    ^ rMp      is c decreasing function, by compoaition of structures 

having this property.    Under composition we form a superstincture 

each element of which consists of copies of a given structure.    If 

h = f(g)    with   g'Cp)  > 0    then since 

MPT      fig)       glp)    • 

the property is closed under composition. 

3.      Applications    For systems composed of independent identical 

components each having an exponential failure distribution,  the 

application of Theorem 1 is particularly simple: 





Pf (<) = .llhl:. €—1  te"*1 - (k-i  l)e-( 

^T        e-t + e-kt _ e-[k+TTt 
(k+l)t 

and so 

- sgn R'(t) - sgn[fk - l)? - k^"1 - e""kt]. 

Note that given any integer k > 1, for t = 0, the sign is 

negative while fcr I. = <», the sign is positive. Thus the system 

failure rate    P.(t)    is not monotonic for   k > 1. 

Hext we use Theorem 1 to make an inference abcut the system 

structure from informaLiuu aoout failuns rates. 

Theorem 3   Assume a system consists of a finite number of 

independent components, with reliability function   h(p)    satisfying 

h(l)   =1.    If   ^V-4- E k,    a constant,   for all    0 < t < «,    then    k 

must be an integer and  the structure must consist of   k   components in 

series, with the remaining components, if any, non-esser^ial*. 

Proof     |f|f=k    implies    ?^ry  = k,    by Theorem 1.    Integrating, 

we have    h(p) = dp ,    d    a constant.    Using the assumption    h(l)  = 1, 

k 
WO conclude    d   must be    1.    Thus    h(p)  - p .    Since the structure con- 

dists of a finite number of independent components,    h(p)    must be a 

polynomial, and thus    k   must be an integer.    The only finite structure 

of independent components having reliability function    p     is a series 

system of    k   components, with any additional components non-essential*. | 

*A non-essential component is one which may be omitted with no effect 
on structure performance. 



incidentally,  the c;.nverre is iimaediate.    That is, a structure 

Laving    k    independent components in series must have      VA  = k.    Simply 

lote  that 

kiLzjmglp^ .kr(t), R(t) -        f ,. 
[1 -F(t)f 

where    P(t,)    is  the component failiire distribution. 

i.      Bounds on System Failure Rate for Systems of Non-Identical 

Componerts.    Now let us consider a system of   n    independent components 

in which the i '    component has probability    p. (t) = 1 - F. (t)    of 

still being operative at time    t,    i = 1,<.,...,n.    If   h(£)    is the 

structure reliability function whare    £- (p, ,...,|j ),    and    3(L)    i- 

the probability of system survival past time    t,    and    R(t)    is the 

system failure rate,  then since 

S(t)   ■•= h(£(t)), 

we obtain 

_ds=  I   mj_dI±)= ;  JL.f(t) 
dt     i^1 dp^    dt;     ^   api     H^'* 

Hence 

,f.s    -ft     * l-?i^     ah    _iii!L_ * Pl3pi    ^       u , 

(4.1)  states that system failure rate is the inner product of two 
+ Vi 

vectors:    (l)  the vector vhose i      component is 



anu   (2)   the vector whose i      component is    r.(t).    Kote that,  the 

firal vectoi- is  a function of xhe structure regardlesb of eoaponent 

fnllure i-ates, while the second vector is a function of component 

fail-are rates,  regerdless of structure. 

'.rir;  (4.1)  we may obtain bounds  on system failure rate    R(t) 

as   follows: 

n    p. on/Qj.^ n    p, bh/Qp. 

i=l       ■ V-        l<i<n    - i=]       n^; 
max   r.(t)        (4.2) 

l<i<n    1 

Text we shall show that for    "k    out of    n"    structures  the factor 
n   p1ah/api 

n i=l KKU.) 
1R   ,qt.r^PT."tv  ripr»rPfi«^ ncr   in   ppnVi   nf*     n 

Theorem A     Let   h(£)    be the i-elii.bility functiun uf a    "k    out 

of   n"    structure of inuepenrlent oomponenU;.    Then 

n  pim./api U(E) - A -^r 
is strictl y decreasing in    0 ^ p.  < 1,    1 = l,2,...,n. 

Proof     Wc Tiay expand    h(£)    as 

h(£) = p^d^H) + (1 - Pi)h(Oi,E), 

th 
where h(l. ,£) is the conditional reliability given the i ' component. 

is operating, while h(0. ,£) is the conditional reliability given the 



conpjr.ent ha^  failed.    It follows  that 

dh ^ - h(i ,£) - h(o4 ,D) - r[ :: x. > k - i] - p[ 2 x. > k] 
■ i j/i j - "j/i J 

.th where    X. - 1    or   U   acconiing ac th^ j      component is operating oi 

not.    Her.ee 

9h 

Thus 

'  pi 5^"  z.?fxi '' 1,.ixi = k - ^ = ^^i -k] 
1=1 - 3pi   1=1 ifi i 

since each term used In computing    ZX. = k   will occur exactly    k 
n ■' 

times  in rompixting      2 P[X,   = 1, Z X. = k - l]. 
i-:    i       j/i •i 

It wil]   thus be sufficient to prove 

F[ZX,  = kj 

P[ZXj  > kj 

is strictly decreaains in    p.,    1 = l,2,...,n,     or equivalently,  that 

P[ZX.  > k + 1] .1 *- 

is strictly increasing in    p., i _ 1,2,.. 

proving that for   p.  < p.* 

,,n.    This is equivalent to 



lü 

Pl-^ > k + ilp,]      ?[ix. > k + i!p>j 

•[^x. > klpJ p[sx  > kjp;] 

p.P[  ;■   X.  > kj  + q.P[ Z X,   > 1; + 1]    p'P[ I X.  > k] + q'F[ Z X,  > k + 1] 

p.p[ x x. > k - il + q.pr v x. > kl   p!P[ s >•   > k - 1] + q;p[ S X, > k] 

^Piql  " piqi^ 

P[ ? X.  > K] P[ I X.  > k + 1] 

P[ I 1   > k -   1] P[ 2 X. > k] 
i     jr* or-1 

But    p.q'   - p.'q.   < 0.    Alsn    P[ X X, = If]    la totally positive of order 
JA1 

infinity in differenoes of    k    [61 so that  the determinant just above 

is uon-negative;  actually it caii be proven positive.    Thus the desirec 

conclusion  follows.   11 

Thus  for   k    out of   n    structures we may bracket the system 

failure re.te    P.^t)     from bclov and above by a pair of bou;. ü; which 

are strictly Increasing if component failure rates are increasing. 
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